The places in which refugees seek sanctuary are often as dangerous and bleak as the conditions they fled. In response, many travel within and across borders in search of safety. As part of these journeys, refugees are increasingly turning to courts to ask for protection, not from persecution in their homeland, but from a place of ‘refuge’. This book is the first global and comparative study of ‘protection from refuge’ litigation, examining, with a particular focus on gender, whether courts facilitate or hamper refugee journeys. Drawing on jurisprudence from Africa, Europe, North America and Oceania, Kate Ogg shows that courts have transitioned from adopting robust ideas of refuge to rudimentary ones. This trajectory indicates that courts can play a powerful role in creating more just and equitable refugee protection policies, but have, ultimately, compounded the difficulties inherent in finding sanctuary, perpetuating global inequities in refugee responsibility and rendering refuge elusive.
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PREFACE

It is counterintuitive that some people may need protection from refuge. If a refuge is meaningful, then surely nobody needs to be protected from it. Conversely, a refuge from which people feel compelled to flee ought arguably not to be deemed a refuge at all.

Yet as Kate Ogg makes clear in this groundbreaking study, claims for protection from refuge are increasingly common and litigated. To understand this phenomenon, Ogg undertakes what Martha Minow refers to as a ‘recasting project’, drawing on lines of seemingly disparate cases from across jurisdictions to discover whether there is in fact a conceptual commonality that links them. Through examination of resistance to practices of mandatory encampment, the setting of regional asylum boundaries, containment policies, the relegation of Palestinian refugees to an institutionalised enclave and rules that compel refugee claimants to return home to face internal displacement, Ogg identifies a common thread: in none of these cases does the refugee believe that what is on offer is truly refuge worthy of the name.

This book argues that the legal response to the various manifestations of the failure of refuge has ebbed and flowed. While some courts have championed a full-throated understanding of asylum, others have, in Ogg’s words, approached ‘refuge as a scarce commodity and one stripped down to the barest minimum of protections’. Equally important, Ogg shows that, when refugees challenge that stripping-down exercise, courts are often disinclined to offer relief in other than circumstances deemed ‘exceptional or extraordinary’ – the definition of which rarely does justice to needs and aspirations defined by such concerns as gender, age or disability.

This is a marvellous book in so many ways. It takes law seriously – unearthing and engaging with the work of courts around the world on issues of critical importance to persons compelled to flee in search of protection, thus neatly complementing and completing stories of refugee journeys in the social science literature. It harnesses feminist legal analysis to posit an inclusive definition of what ought to count as truly adequate refuge and shows how adjudicative practice too often fails to meet that standard. Most fundamentally, it constructs a paradigm to understand and effectively to contest the fact that the places in which people seek protection are often as bleak and as dangerous as those which they fled.

James C. Hathaway
Editor, Cambridge Asylum and Migration Studies
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